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Plastic plug-in sheet for FPKu-EM-F - Bend for conduit
25mm SBSKu-EM 25

Fränkische
SBSKu-EM 25
22260025
4013960179965 EAN/GTIN

3,62 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Plastic plug-in elbow for FPKu-EM-F SBSKu-EM 25 Material plastic, material quality polyvinyl chloride (PVC), surface untreated, quality of the surface coating uncoated, for
nominal pipe diameter 25mm, diameter 25mm, plug-in, sleeve design, color grey, radius 120mm, 90° bend angle, standard bend shape, SBSKu-EM is a plastic push-in bend
made of PVC-U, with a sleeve molded on one side, in gray (RAL 7035), non-flame propagating. This plug-in elbow is used for the straight length plastic pipes FPKu-EM-F and
isofix-EL-F. The advantage lies in the medium compressive strength. VDE 0605 DIN EN 61386-21 Classification: 33411 Minimum compressive strength: 750N/5cm
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
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